
 

‘To read is to fly: it is to soar to a point of vantage which gives a view over wide terrains of 
history, human variety, ideas, shared experience and the fruits of many inquiries.’   

(A. C. Grayling)   

Our Vision 

'All pupils achieve the highest standard of educational outcomes regardless of 

circumstance or background.’ 

 
Rachel Burman, Faculty Lead for the Arts and Laura Townsend, English Lead 

Context 

• Audley Primary school is a large inner city primary, 
comprising of 895 pupils from nursery to year 6. 

• The school’s pupils come from a wide range of ethnic 
backgrounds. Approximately one third of pupils speak 
English as an addition language. 

• Almost one half of pupils are disadvantaged. This is much 
higher than national average.  

• The proportion of pupils with SEND is average. 

• A higher than average number of pupils leave and join 
school during the academic year.  

 

At Audley, we understand and embrace the fact that reading is a life-long skill, which needs to be expertly 
taught, practised and refined throughout a learner’s life. Through reading, pupils have the chance to 
develop culturally, emotionally, intellectually, socially and spiritually. Reading also enables pupils both to 
acquire knowledge and to build on what they already know; all the skills of language are essential to 
participating fully as a member of society. 

 
Why This, Why Now? 
There have been many exciting, positive changes made within our school over the last 2 years. We have 
spent a lot of time looking at our curriculum offer and a pivotal aspect of this is how we encourage reading. 
Not only to support our pupils in achieving academically, but more importantly, reading to aspire to be the 
best they can be; know more than they have ever known and explore the world beyond our school. 
Reading has naturally been a priority for many years, we have had author visits; purchased exciting, 
challenging texts and celebrated Reading for Pleasure, but we knew we could make our offer even better.  
During the Covid lockdown, we spent time looking at reading research, the pedagogies behind Reading for 
Pleasure and how we could have a true impact on our pupils reading experiences. With this came a new 
reading sequence, restructuring of the English team and our involvement in the Open University’s year-
long project.   

 
Explore 
Where to Start? 
We knew we had to begin by identifying our strengths and areas for development: what was our baseline? 
This would enable us to identify our key aims and have a clear rationale behind what we wanted to 
achieve. We did this by conducting some primary research in the form of surveys. These surveys were 
given to the following stakeholders across the school: 

(DfE 2012) 

https://ourfp.org/schools-teachers/whole-school-development/


1) 280 focus group pupils (20% of pupils on roll, ranging in ability, background and gender)  
2) all 35 teaching staff from nursery to year 6 
3) all 36 teaching support staff. 

We quickly identified a change team of like-minded, passionate readers, who had a desire to further 
strengthen the Reading for Pleasure (RfP) pedagogy across the school. They formed our change team.  Our 
17 change team members supported the implementation and analysis of the surveys (and implementation 
of this work across the year). 
 

Findings 
Staff Survey Findings 

• Over 50% of respondent stated that they wanted to 
develop their knowledge of authors. Two members 
of staff were able to name more recent, emerging 
authors such as Sophie Anderson and Zillah Bethell. 
Only one member of staff named an author from a 
Black, Asian or ethnic minority. How can we develop 
staff subject knowledge of authors? 

• 68% of staff said that they ‘sometimes’ 
make recommendations to children.   

• 45% of staff rarely or never share their own 
reading habits and experience with the children.  

• Book corners are not accessed regularly by children in the classroom.   
 
KS2 Survey Findings 

• 54% of children prefer reading at home – many said this was because it was peaceful and quiet.  
• No child could articulate that it was an adult in school that discussed how well they were getting on 

with their reading.    
• 25% of children said they did not read to anybody at home. 
• 60/161 (37%) of children could name a favourite author.  
• More children said that they talked about the books 

they are reading at home (63%) rather than at 
school (52%).  

• 25% of KS2 pupils said that their teacher reads with 
them daily (59% said a few times a week). 

• 52% of children chat with somebody about books 
they have read. 48% do not.   

• 48% said they love it when their teacher reads aloud 
to them. 52% said it was okay, not bothered or did 
not enjoy it.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



KS1 Survey Findings and Considerations 
• Can we provide children with a comfortable area that they can read in that mimics the safe, 

comfortable environment of home (seating, pillows, blankets etc.)?    
• 95% of children said that they read at home. Can we 

reward children for their reading at home and reading 
with an adult that is not their teacher?    

• 16/41 children most liked to read storybooks. Are we 
giving children a range of genres and materials 
to read?     

• When asked what books they enjoyed reading most, no 
child was able to articulate the author of any of the 
books they chose. Do children discuss authors and 
know the names of authors that they read?    

• 54% of children said they were read to aloud in 

school. We know that this happened daily. Are 
the children clear on what reading aloud is 
and can we support staff in articulating the 
action of reading aloud? 
 

 
 
 

 

• When both pupils and staff were asked to name favourite authors, the majority of responses were 
restricted to old and gold authors or those who are currently most famous. Over 40% of staff could 
not name 3 picture fiction authors. The most popular authors named by staff and pupils included: 
Enid Blyton, David Walliams, Julia Donaldson and Francesca Simon. 

 

Prepare 
Using the above responses, we identified two principle aims that would lead our Reading for Pleasure 
action plan; these aims encompass the LIST principles, identified by Professor Teresa Cremin as vital in 
creating communities of engaged readers: learner-led, informal, social and with texts that tempt (2019).  
We knew that supporting our staff to extend their reading repertoires and subject knowledge, alongside a 
growing a let’s talk about books culture would ‘foster readers who not only can, but who choose to read 
and who grow as readers, as learners and as young people’ (Cremin, T., 2014). Informed by the Teachers as 
Readers (TaRs) research project, we knew that our first priority, to increase teachers’ subject knowledge of 
authors, would underpin our Reading for Pleasure actions and also give a foundation for priority number 
two, informal book talk and recommendations. 
 
Priority 1: increase teachers' subject knowledge of new, emerging children’s authors 

Priority 2: develop the Reading for Pleasure pedagogies: Book talk, inside-text talk and 
recommendations  
 
Taking part in the Open University’s RfP training and initial tutorials ensured that we, as English leads, were 
fully committed, passionate and prepared to lead change across the school. We also knew that the same 
attitude was not yet mirrored by some staff and pupils. In order to create whole-school change, we needed 
to increase staff understanding of the Reading for Pleasure pedagogies and the ‘why’ behind what we were 
planning.  We held an Inset day to share our aims, ensure staff had a full understanding and were invested 



in this work. We explored the principles and thinking of informal book talk and recommendations 
alongside using the day to increase staff subject knowledge of new and emerging authors. We shared our 
action plan and introduced some initial actions for pupils’ return to school – this included the introduction 
of our daily book blanket.  
 
Action Planning 
In order for our aims to be fully embedded, we had to break down the actions needed and who would lead 
on this. Our action plan has a 3-step approach of what needs doing and who will be leading the action and 
subsequent monitoring. Because we are such a large school, we knew that embedding the RfP pedagogies 
would need careful delivery and monitoring. Our three-step approach included staff actions, change team 
actions and senior leadership actions.  
We built more specific objectives around our 2 aims as follows: 

1) develop staff subject knowledge of new, emerging authors  
2) develop staff subject knowledge on making recommendations of similar authors based on 

child and own reading habits  
3) ensure that discussion about books are child led  
4) ensure that pupils have the opportunity to discuss why they are drawn or not drawn to a 

particular book  
5) increase pupil’s subject knowledge of different authors and illustrators that they might not 

have come across or would have read through recommendations  
6) ensure that pupils see a real-life impact from their recommendations. 

Within these objectives were then specific actions, for example using author strains to support staff 
subject knowledge, analysing author trends using our Accelerated Reader programme, supporting our 
librarian to make weekly recommendations and conduct read aloud sessions on ClassDojo. Each of these 
actions were designated a lead (staff, change team or SLT). This ensured our action plan had rigour and 
that we could truly embed a new RfP culture across the school through a range of actions.  
 

 
 

https://cdn.ourfp.org/wp-content/uploads/20210205160600/Book_Blankets_Benjamin_Harris_002-2.pdf?_ga=2.246141568.505530073.1627287042-1940948722.1620374547
https://www.renlearn.co.uk/accelerated-reader/


 
 
Deliver 
Although we had two separate aims, it is important to note that these aims were closely intertwined, with 
the actions against each deeply affecting the other. For example, using the author strains in the classroom 
would, by their very nature, encourage recommendations and informal book talk between pupils and staff.  
  
Inset Day 
During the Inset day, we introduced our school’s RfP aims. The Open University keynote speakers 
introduced reading aloud approaches and developed staff understanding of the importance of reading 
beyond attainment. We then delivered 2 workshops focused on subject knowledge of children’s literature 
and informal book talk. We split staff into groups of 8 and ensured there was a mixture of phase 
experience within these groups. Staff learnt about and modelled activities that could be used in the 
classroom linked to our priorities.  All of the activities chosen were taken from case study examples from 
the Open University RfP website to ensure quality of delivery and rigour of purpose. We asked staff to 
complete the following activities that could then be used in the classroom: 

• reading identity posters 
• Desert Island Books 
• describe in 3 words 
• book blanket session 
• book pitch and time to tempt. 

 
 

“I am excited to try new things in my classroom to entice 

my pupils into reading, the book blanket is going to be a 

great way of introducing myself and the children to new 

text.” KS2 teacher 

https://ourfp.org/
https://cdn.ourfp.org/wp-content/uploads/20210205163226/Reading_Teacher_Upload-2.pdf?_ga=2.50656173.505530073.1627287042-1940948722.1620374547
https://cdn.ourfp.org/wp-content/uploads/20210205160530/Desert_Island_Books_B_Thomson-2.pdf?_ga=2.148517811.505530073.1627287042-1940948722.1620374547
https://cdn.ourfp.org/wp-content/uploads/20210205160600/Book_Blankets_Benjamin_Harris_002-2.pdf?_ga=2.208444182.505530073.1627287042-1940948722.1620374547


 

 
Priority 1: Increase teachers' subject knowledge of new, emerging children authors  
Author Strains 
In order to further develop our staff subject knowledge of new and bold authors, we sent out guidance 
booklets and links to websites with an array of easy to read strains. These strains allowed staff to support 
recommendations.  If a pupil came to them with a book they loved, staff can now use these strains to 
recommend an author who is similar or share books that are available by the same author.   This helped to 
develop the teachers’ knowledge of children’s books and genres. 
 
Recommendations  

We wanted to ensure that book recommendations were being made through a number of different 
channels and for different purposes. To do this, we introduced weekly recommendations on ClassDojo (we 
changed this to support lockdown) from our librarian; recommendations between pupils during the book 
blanket time; recommendations from our library bus as they delivered books to pupils and also staff 
guidance on recommendations and book talk during 1:1 and 
independent reading time. Our book corners now included 
sticky notes for pupils to make recommendations and stick 
these on the books they love.  This ensured that the pupils 
also had a role to play in recommending books to their 
peers. 
 
The Great Audley Book Swap 
In order to support developing our staffs’ subject 
knowledge, we wanted to promote reading not just in the 
classroom but also in the staff room. We created a book 
swap display with a selection of children and adult literature 
that staff could add to and take from. Staff made recommendations and added their recommendation 
sticky notes to the books that they had read.  As the year progressed, teachers were encouraged to select texts 
from a wider range – to branch out in their choices, as they would encourage and expect their readers to do. 

“I know I need to read more children’s books, but now I 

really understand how this can help my pupils build a love 

for reading.” KS2 teacher 

“I can’t wait to dive into the book blanket. The children are 

going to love choosing their favourites.” KS1 teacher 



 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Priority 2: To develop Reading for Pleasure pedagogies: Book talk, inside-text talk and recommendations  
 
Secret Book Club 
We wanted to allow some pupils (bottom 20% and non-engagers) to take additional time to be immersed 
in reading and the world of books. For this reason, we started a ‘secret book club’ within each year group. 
This was a special time during the week where these pupils could explore new books, talk about the art, 
text, plot, author and enjoy some free, unguided time with books.  
 
Book Blanket 
Our book blanket was formally introduced and modelled during 
the Inset day. On Monday, a blanket is created, and pupils get to 
explore, discuss and vote for the 5 books that would be read aloud 
by the class teacher over that week. We then timetabled a 10-

minute book blanket read every 
day. This was in addition to 
informal reading opportunities 
and our reading sequence.  Book 
blankets have encouraged 
children to browse, discuss and make more informed and varied book 
selections.  They enable children to engage in informal book talk whilst 
exploring blankets of books and provide the teachers with opportunities 
to watch and learn about children’s selections, informing their own 
recommendations to individual readers. 
 
Book Boxes 
Each year group was supplied with a book box that pupils can access 

during their break and lunch times. These boxes include a range of fiction, non-fiction, picture fiction, 
poetry and at varying reading levels – designed to tempt the readers. Further lunchtime staff CPD took 
place from a member of our change team, modelling informal book talk and sharing/discussing the text 
from the book box. 
 



Read Aloud Online 
Our class teachers were reading a book (voted for by 
pupils) at the end of every day. This time has helped 
to build communities of readers.  The children hear 
books they have voted for and so feel they have a 
voice in book choices.  It has also encouraged book 
talk because as Cremin et al., 2014 state, reading 
aloud helps to create ‘a shared, social experience.’ 
During lockdown, we had to adapt this, and our 
teachers were videoing themselves reading aloud. 
Our librarian also took part in this and did 3 read 
aloud session online every week. The first book was 
Malamander by Thomas Taylor, which really was a 
hot topic of conversation for many of our KS2 pupils. 
We have continued with online read aloud sessions 
as pupils returned to school. This encouraged those 
who may not have a big range of text at home to hear 
new and exciting reads. 
 
The Library Bus 
Due to Covid restrictions, we were unable to reopen our school library to its full capacity. We then decided 
on the library bus, where our librarian could continue to ensure pupils and arrange of books to choose 
form and change regularly, beyond that of the classroom book corner. Mr Petit, our librarian, continues to 
encourage our readers to take risks, explore 
new genres and can always locate a book if 
requested.  His knowledge of children’s texts 
has been an invaluable tool for supporting 
other staff. 

 
 

“The library bus comes around and we can 

swap our book. Mr Petit gives me good 

ideas for books to choose when I can’t 

make my mind up,” Year 5 pupil. 



Review 
At the end of the year, we redid the surveys to explore the impact of our action plan.  We collected 
evidence of impact in a range of ways (pupil interviews, learning walks, analysis of Accelerated Reader 
information). It is important to note that there were 27 less pupils taking the second survey than the first 
due to some pupils leaving school, absence and Covid isolation at the time of the final survey. This will have 
influenced the final survey findings and comparisons between the initial and final survey data. Further 
investigation into specific pupil responses was completed in order to identify themes or anomalies within 
the data. In addition, we began implementing the action plan in Spring term 2021, during the second 
national lockdown. Pupils have been in school working with our RfP action plan for a total of 11 weeks with 
a further 8 weeks in lockdown. 
 
General Summary of Findings 

• Pupils’ surveys showed an increase in subject knowledge for non-fiction and picture fiction. Our 
library checkout records also showed that pupils were shifting their focus away from old and gold 
to the new and bold.  

• Use of author strains seem to have supported more pupils in moving away from their favourite 
authors to new authors that write in a similar style or genre.  

• Pupil interviews revealed that pupils know more books and authors because of their weekly book 
blanket. This was mirrored in the final survey results for both KS1 and KS2. 

• Data shows an increase in pupils who love reading. 
 

• Our learning walks in May focused on the book blanket. Staff were now regularly using the book 
blankets and reading aloud to their classes daily. Pupils were able to share what they loved about 
the book blanket and many said that they would be reading the books again after the teacher has 
read them.  

• Our learning walks have also seen growing consideration for the reading corners. Author strains are 
on display and pupils have resources to make written recommendations of books they have read. 
Book blanket books for the week are also kept in the reading corner, allowing pupils to read books 
before and after the class teacher read them aloud. 

• Both pupil and staff data has shown an increase in sharing favourite authors and being able to talk 
about books. Detail found in the final surveys was much more developed than that of the original. 
Examples of this are below.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

‘I enjoy reading because it takes you on adventures anywhere in the world at any time.’ 

‘I like reading because I have improved in reading, and I read every day. It’s OK to not finish a book as long 

as you are happy.’ 

‘Because at home when I read my books, I get hooked into it and I use my imagination to think what is going 

to happen next.’ 

‘I think this because I like to be transported into a different universe and be in the life of somebody else.’ 

‘It's ok because I can learn cool stuff like how to make paper airplanes and how to make other cool stuff as 

well.’ 



 
Findings from Survey Data 
 

  
Pupils who describe themselves as loving reading increased by 18% since November across KS1. This 
was slightly less in KS2.  However, KS2 data showed that there were no pupils in the focus group who 
described themselves as not liking reading, with all pupils saying that they think it is okay or that they 
love reading.  

  
Pupils’ confidence in reading also increased acoss both KS1 and KS2. Research suggests that pupils who 
are more confident in reading will read more. The level of 1:1 reading and informal book talk has 
increased since the start of this work. Has this increase supported developing pupil confidence? Is the 
increase in reading opportunitiy at school helping pupils become more confident as a reader? 

  

Despite not being our speciifc aim this year, the research findings were interesting when it came to 
reading at home. The data told us that there had been no change in numbers of children reading at 
home. This data could be used to identify next year’s Reading for Pleasure aims, in particular parental 
involvement and increasing pupils reading time at home, not just in school.  

  

November 2020                              June 2021 

November 2020                              June 2021 

November 2020                              June 2021 

November 2020                              June 2021 



We have also seen an increase in pupils recognising their teacher reading aloud in the classroom. The 
discussions that took place whilst completing the final pupil surveys suggested that some pupils were 
not clear on what reading aloud was. Many pupils initially said that their teacher did not read aloud to 
them.  It was only after explaining what read aloud was (daily book blankets reads, reading from the 
quality text in reading lessons, voted reads, shared reading time etc.) pupils said that their teacher 
reads with them daily or several times a week.  This has shown that an area for development may be 
that we need whole school consistency of terminology.  

  
Our November data showed that most pupils and staff favoured fiction, and when asked to name 21 
favourite books, the majority were fiction books.  As a result, we focused on increading staff and pupil 
subject knowledge of picture fiction, poetry and non-fiction. Our most recent data showed that there 
was an increase in pupils who favoured non-fiction in line with our aim.  
 

 
Accelerated Reader Data 
We wanted to analyse trends in the choices our pupils were making in the library.  We did this by 
comparing most popular authors from last academic year to summer term this year. We found that the 
most famous authors were still very high in ranking as most sought after in our library, particular David 
Walliams and Liz Pichon. However, it was great to see an increasing number of new authors or those of 
Black, Asian and ethnic minority background coming through with the most popular author rankings. These 
included Rachel Renee Russell, David Orme and Lisa J. Amstutz.  Teachers’ knowledge of these authors and 
access to these texts had impacted on children’s book choices. 
 
Findings from Pupil Interviews 
Analysis of pupil interviews showed a clear shift in attitude to reading for pupils who were originally more 
reluctant to read or believed they were not strong readers.  Below are some comments from children 
identified as more reluctant in the original pupil interviews, these are responses from the most recent 
interviews. 

 
  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Answers to questions were more extended; the children were more confident to talk about their reading – 
they had something to say!  The most significant change in pupil interviews was that pupils were talking 
about choosing to read.  They talked about the increase in choice that they have now compared to in 

“I never used to have time for reading but 

now I take my book home and read it with 

my sister.” Year 3 pupil 

“I remember before I couldn’t think of my 

favourite books. I did my quiz again and 

remembered lots of books I have read … 

The Secret of Black Rock and Charlie and 

the Chocolate Factory are my favourites.” 

Year 2 pupil 

“I read at the hotel when we go on 

holiday. I am going on holiday in the 

summer and will take my book with me.” 

Year 2 pupil 

November 2020                              June 2021 



November and how this was helping them to find reading which appealed.   This was informed by the 
teachers’ knowledge of texts and being able to provide and recommend texts to tempt these readers.  
Pupils were able to discuss a number of different ways they could take to choose a book they would enjoy.  
These children did not talk with this enthusiasm or knowledge at the beginning of the project. 
 
Pupil Case Study Findings 

 
 

Findings from Teacher Surveys 
 

 November 2020 June 2021 

Total number of authors named 15 29 (+14) 

Total number of picture books named 10 28 (+18) 

Total number of poets named 11 20 (+9) 

 
When comparing staff knowledge of authors, their awareness and knowledge has widened.  Looking at the 
authors named by the staff, there is also an increase in new authors and those from a Black, Asian and 
ethnic minority, such as Benjamin Dean, Zillah Bethell, Onjali Q Rauf.  Far fewer staff were naming the 
more familiar, famous authors such Roald Dahl, David Walliams, and J.K.Rowling.  This shows the impact of 
continued professional development and approaches such as author strains, change team 
recommendations and use of our librarian’s expertise. 
 
A Book Match document was shared with staff, which would enable them to make recommendations to 
children and widen their own knowledge surrounding children’s literature.  This will not only help children 
but teachers to continue to develop their knowledge, finding new books and authors which appeal to 
them. 



 
 
 

Next Steps 
Now that we are out of lockdown and have started to embed RfP as a culture across the school, we are 
now looking in a deeper way at our survey data and the other monitoring and collection of data we have 
done (learning walks, informal conversations, classroom environments etc.) and using this to inform of our 
next steps.  
 
Revisit Book Stock 
Our weekly book blanket has enabled pupils to experience more books than ever before. Pupils are now 
accessing an additional 5 books a week beyond that of their class quality read and guided reading text. We 
now need to look at further developing our library stock to accommodate for this. Using catch up funding, 
we have placed a new order reading for September 2021 and have continued to focus on gaps in subject 
knowledge, including poetry, picture fiction, non-fiction and new and bold authors recognised from the 
following: 

• CILIP Carnegie and Kate Greenaway Medals  

• UKLA Book Award  

• Blue Peter Book Awards 

• Waterstone’s Children’s Book Prize. 
These books will continue to encourage RfP across the school.  They will ensure staff and children are 
exposed to the most exciting authors and provide both staff and pupils with ‘texts that tempt’ as 
recommended by Cremin, T. (2019). 
 

Ongoing conversations with staff throughout this study have identified further areas for development as 
we look at our next steps. The increasing time spent within the weekly timetable meant that many classes 
were not completing their whole class read. As a result, we are now looking at redesigning the quality text 
used as a stimulus for writing and in our reading lessons. This would involve having 1 longer class novel 
over a term that can be completed and celebrated instead of two and also add further opportunities for 
picture fiction to be used across KS2, again as stimulus for writing but also to encourage a love for reading 
that may not be found with the longer class novel.  
 
Increase Parental Involvement and Opportunities for Reading at Home 
Increasing parental involvement in reading at home was not one of our aims this year, however, now that 
we have developed our staff subject knowledge and increased pupils’ confidence and love of reading, we 



can share this with parents and plan for a RfP workshop, sharing the benefits of reading with parents. 
Using ClassDojo this year during lockdown has provided us with a great platform to share reading 
experiences, and this can now be further developed to share reading at home and encourage parents to 
support reading outside of school.   
 
Developing a Shared Language 
Due to the size of our school and number of pupils, we have found that both staff and pupils may not be 
articulating their reading experiences in the same way. This has been identified through pupil voice and 
informal conversations with staff. One of our next action points is to develop staff CPD on a ‘shared Audley 
language’ related to reading and RfP. For example, all pupils will know that read aloud is the action of an 
adult reading to pupils and what this includes (guided reading text, whole class read, book blankets etc.) 
 

Conclusion 
Even though the RfP year has come to an end, our aims and ongoing work to promote RfP will not. Our 
change team, the staff and pupils in school have all worked together to change attitudes to reading and, 
despite the big jumps forward we have made there are even bigger jumps to be had. Our pupils should feel 
proud of their reading this year and, despite a lockdown, they have continued to develop and share a love 

of reading with each other and with their teachers.  
 
Teaching staff have supported every stage of our RfP action 
plan and there is certainly a new ‘buzz’ around reading in 
our school. The Reading for Pleasure pedagogy will 
continue to grow at Audley and the new academic year will 
offer even more exciting opportunities to celebrate the art 
of reading.  

  

  


